Laing. From what follows, indeed, it will be seen that Laing's treatment of the text of Wyntoun can by no means be regarded as final. The strange mistakes made by him in connection with the St. Andrews MS are not isolated, for he has shown at least equal carelessness in dealing with some of the others.
As Laing states in his account of the MS (Wyntoun, Vol. ΙΠ. p. XXI), its provenance and previous history are unknown. Several names in different parts of the volume are indications of its owners at various periods, but supply no hint as to its place of origin. It could scarcely have been written in Saint Andrews, because the account of the dedication of the Cathedral (ΥΠ!, chap, xxi) is not made a separate chapter as in other manuscripts, nor even marked in any way. Laing quotes the name of "Jo. Ballingall" from the end of the MS, (where it is written several times) and also says, 'At the foot of one of the pages, near the middle of the book, there occurs this note: -"Patrik Lermenthe of Dersy, kny*, his book."' This note does occur at the place indicated (in Book VI, chap. XVH = chap. 117 of the MS.), but Laing has been singularly inaccurate in copying it. The actual words are, Tatrik Lermontht of Dersy kny* this bouk pertines of ryw.
John Ballingall was probably a notary, as he appends a notary's mark to his name, and makes several attempts at writing "Be it kend till all men." There are two other entries, not noticed by Laing, in the early pages of the book, both of which are in fairly late hands. The one, opposite lines 1364-69 of Book I, runs "Be it kend ... all men ... pertenis to ... james for ... set and for -" The other, at lines 1389-94 of the same book, is written twice, "This buk ... Lovelies ... This is ... lowellis -" In the manuscript there are a considerable number of marginalia, chiefly in the central portion (Books V, VI and VII). The great bulk of these are by the hand of the original scribe, but very few have been written at the same time as the text, as the difference in the ink clearly shows. One or two are in the red ink of the rubrics, as "Of J?e Sege of Troye" at the top of the page on which chap, xvn of Book Π begins: "De institutione vera gloria patri" (sic) after V. 3528; "Charlis" and "Flanderns" at VI. 729, 736, and often the word "versus" when Latin lines are quoted. In black ink are such notes as "crinis, hayr" (1.703, to explain the word canyss), "De lapide versus" (ΙΠ. 1082), "Quarta Etas" (IV. 119), "Primus Rex de Peychtis" (f 1836), "Secundus Rex de Peichtis" (f 1845), "}?e fyrst cristyn peycht in Scotland" (V. 5111). In different ink, but probably by the same hand, is the indignant note "I schrew }>e leare" atVHL948, where Edward awards the crown of Scotland to John Balliol.
The great majority of marginal notes by this hand are however in a much fainter ink than the text, and must have been added during a later reading of the work. They were doubtless copied from some other MS, as they occur in the Second Edinburgh, where they form part of a series extending over the whole chronicle. In the St. Andrews MS, on the other hand, they do not begin until well on in Book V (with "Severus" at line 1736) and are most numerous throughout the rest of this book. In VI there are a fair number, as also in VII, but they show a gradual falling off, and very few occur after chapter ix in the latter book. Their character is very varied, and they indicate an interest in historical and marvellous events as well as in religious matters. Sometimes a striking story or fact is marked by "Nota bene", "Attende", "Videte", "Videte hie bene", "Bona fabula", but more often the nature of the passage is indicated. Thus in ecclesiastical matters we find "}?e fyrst cristyne Emperoure" (V. 1880), "Kyrkjard" (2446), "De ordinatione presbyterorum" (2481), "Hie Anglia negat fidem" (2523), "}>e oyss of )>e mess" (3100), "J>e pasche candyll" (5451), "Panteon callit now Sancta Maria de Rotundo" (5627), "Tak tent \>Q wynning of }>e haly croce" (5665), "}>e reik penny of Ingland" (VI. 462), "}?e manere of }>e qweyre" (VII. 7), besides many names of persons and places. The names of abbeys and other foundations recorded in Book VII are generally written on the margin, as Jedwort, Kelso, Norame, Melross, Newbottyll, Halyrudehouss &c. Historical persons and events are less noted, but there are such entries as "Off f>e wall" (of Severus, V. 1749), "Arthoure" (4271), "Charlis emperoure" (VI. 211), "Roland" (251), "}>e get of Malcome Kanmore" (1639), "}>e king Malcommys deid and his sonnys" (VII. 325), "Sanct Margretis deid" (341), "Robyn Hude and lytill Ihone" (3523, one of the latest notes), The writer is always greatly interested in the Picts, and makes a note of them when found, as "pe puttyn out of pe peychtis' 7 (VII. Prol. 10), "pe peichtis put out of Scotland" (562). Strange matters are also briefly marked, as "Stella Cometa" (V. 3117), "de puero" (3591), "fyrflaucht" (VI. 429), "a madyn" (433), "haylstanys" (436), "pe myse" (1444), "erdding" (VII. 775), "pe mone" (783). The strangest note is perhaps that appended to VI. 2153, where Malcolm says to Macduff. "I am sa fals at na man may Trow a worde pat euer I say."
Here the scribe writes, "pare I beleif."
A very coarse sprawling hand has added a few remarks that are not without interest. Opposite lines 769-771 of Book I is written. "Nota the frist be (ginning) | of pat name Scot (...)." At V. 364-372 there occurs "Nota pe frust mass | pat ewer was l | ... be sanct peter sown (gyn) | was pe pater nos(ter) | and na mair as p(e) | bwk can declair | qwod masteir tomas bothe (...)." The defective name is no doubt that of the writer, whose "quod" indicates that he supposed himself to be making verse. He essays this again at V. 5789, where the story of the Duke of Friesland took his fancy, and made him write, "Nota pe duk of freysland past to hell and all hes band", while at the end of the tale he adds, "Nota hell".
Still another hand, small and neat, has made a few notes in Book VH. At line 1430 are the words, "1159 pe kingis (of) Ingland tuk Irland"; in line .1443 the same hand has wrongly altered "Twede" to "Clyd"; at line 1451 there occurs "1161 pe seir pat pe abbay of S. Androis vas foundit", where 'abbay' is deleted and 'kirk' written above it. The last note in this hand is at line 1502, viz. "1165 Malcome departit pis lyfe in Jedvard."
Probably a different hand from any of these is to be seen in a note at VI. 53. where the text describes Gregory's Council with its 418 bishops and crowds of other churchmen: they are all summed up on the margin as "Ane erronius companie."
On a scrap of paper, which has been separately mounted at the beginning of the volume, there is written the following, in a pretty late hand. Coming now to the text of the work, this will be found to possess several peculiarities quite ignored by Laing, whose statements with regard to it are in some points very far astray. The MS is defective at the beginning, some 20 pages being lost; it now commences at line 509 of Laing's edition, with the words, "Bot eftyre pat to naym It (had) In grece pe kynryk of arch(ade)."
The early pages are much damaged, and the lines in consequence are incomplete.
Laing says, "The titles of the chapters are in red ink, and numbered consecutively as far as to 'Cap. IX^XVLT (ie. nine score and seventeen, or 197). The chapters that follow are not numbered." This is quite correct, but the statement that follows is very remarkable. "The Rubrics", he says, "are much the same as in the printed text, but are numbered straight on, although actually divided into Books with the Prologues not reckoned." The fact is that more than half of the Rubrics are totally different from the printed text, and five out of the nine prologues are reckoned as chapters. It is in this that the great peculiarity of the MS. lies, as will be shown later on.
Laing A comparison of the various manuscripts of Wyntoun shows that there were three distinct recensions of the "Original Chronicle". The first of these, found in the Wemyss and Harleian MSS, is marked by a division of the work into 7 books, and by ending with the accession of Robert ΙΠ in 1390. The second, found only in the Royal MS, from which the editions by Macpherson and Laing were printed, divides the work into 9 books, and continues the chronicle to the year 1408. It also presents an entirely new set of rubrics, accompanied in many cases by a new division of the chapters. Of the third recension the best specimens are the Cottonian and First Edinburgh MSS. It agrees with the second as regards the general arrangement of the work and the headings of the chapters, but otherwise shows some important alterations. Two chapters on the early Scottish kings (the 8th and 19th of Book IV) have been rewritten, as Wyntoun saw that his original statements involved grave difficulties.
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The extra matter of the second recension is also more closely fitted on to the earlier portion by the omission of a number of lines and the altering of others. These broad distinctions will be sufficient for our present purpose; some of the details will come out in the following investigation.
The St. Andrews manuscript is peculiar as being a combination of the first and third recensions. In this it resembles the Second Edinburgh to some extent, for the scribe of that MS. has taken his text from a copy of the third recension, while he has inserted the rubrics of the first. His procedure, however, is far less complicated and less perplexing than the doings of the St. Andrews scribe, which at first sight are not easy to understand. It is only by means of the Wemyss MS that I have been able to prove exactly what he did, and to discover the methods by which he formed his text.
A careful collation of the early part of the Chronicle proves clearly that the St. Andrews MS is closely related to the Cottonian and the two Edinburgh manuscripts. Their exact relations to each other are not so easy to determine, and are immaterial to the points at issue. This agreement is unbroken as far as the sixth chapter of Book V. Here Laing prints 18 lines (1206-1224) within square brackets, thus implying that they are not in the Royal MS, but giving no information as to the source from which they are taken. As they agree litteratim with the St. Andrews MS, there can be little doubt that it was here he found them.
In the Royal MS the next chapter opens with the rubric:
Off Alysawndyr and Adryane Syxt, Thelefor, and mylde Antane.
But the St. Andrews MS, which up to this point has agreed in rubrics as in other things, gives us something new, viz.:
Off the empriour Adryane And of Antone the mylde as ane.
Now this belongs to the original set of rubrics, those of the first recension, which are rightly found in the Wemyss MS, and wrongly inserted in the Second Edinburgh. And from this point onwards, with a few exceptions, the scribe adheres to this set of headings. As it extends from chapter 80 to chapter 197, it will be obvious that Laing was very wide of the mark in saying "the rubrics are much the same as in the printed text". It also shows a strange carelessness that he gives 28 of these rubrics in his "Additional Various Readings", leaving the other 90 altogether unnoticed, and without ever seeing that they belong to the Wemyss set, which he prints by itself in full (Vol. ΙΠ. pp. 149-164).
Chapter 197 of the Wemyss and St. A. is chapter 10 of Book IX in the Royal MS. The latter then gives 17 additional chapters, and the St. Andrews scribe copies these, with their corresponding rubrics. But he does not number them, finding no precedent for this in his MS, In fact, the way in which he numbers his chapters is to be explained throughout by the numbering of those in the first recension. In this the prologues as well as the chapters are included in the total of 197, and our scribe was evidently bent on getting his numbers to correspond with those in the copy before him. The different arrangement of the chapters in the two recensions caused him some trouble in this respect, until he had reached the point where he began to use the first recension side by side with the third. Thus the prologue of Book IV is not reckoned in the enumeration, because he had already used up its number (46) to mark the closing chapter of Book DDL The scribe of the Second Edinburgh MS has done exactly the same thing.
For the sake of clearness, the different groups of rubrics found in the MS. may be thus tabulated:
Chaps. 1-79 = Royal and Cottonian. " 80-197 = Wemyss and Second Edinburgh. " (IX, 12-27) = Royal and Cottonian. That the scribe did not change his MS., but acquired another one to use along with it, would be evident enough from the return he makes to the set he began with. But there is additional evidence that he had two copies before him, not only from the rubrics but from the text. Thus in one case (chap. 90) he has taken his rubric from the Royal (= Cottonian) set instead of from the Wemyss. At the beginning of Books ΥΠ, ΥΠ! and IX he has headings which occur in the Cottonian MS, but are wanting in the Wemyss. In six or seven instances he has inserted the rubric of the Royal (== Cottonian) set because it happened to come at a different place from the other.
If the scribe's dealings with the Rubrics are strange, his manipulation of the text is even more curious. We have seen how the 18 lines are inserted at the close of chap. 6 in Book V, just at the point where he adopts the Wemyss set of rubrics. It is therefore a very natural supposition that these 18 lines came from the new manuscript that had fallen in his way, and this is made certain when we find that they do occur in the Wemyss MS. The texts then agree in the main as far as 6966, after which W. has only 48 lines instead of 254 as in E. The difference in this passage has deceived the scribe of St. A., who thought he had found some extra matter in his copy of the first recension, and proceeded to transcribe the whole of it before going on with his other MS. The result will be most easily seen by presenting the two versions in parallel columns. Here it occurred to him that he had written something like this before, and finding that he had already taken the passage from the other MS, he stops abruptly, and without any indication of his blunder, goes right off to line 7061
A thowsand, thre hundyre, fyfty and nyne.
From this point he copies straight on to the close of Book Vin, including lines 7211-7220, although he had already given these from his other MS (see the parallel passages above). One can scarcely say that the copyist's attempts to form a complete text were very successful. How are we to account for the great discrepancy which exists here between the text of the Wemyss and the Royal MSS? The former has a whole chapter (chap. 43) omitted by the latter, but this again has three chapters (44, 45 and 46) in place of the short one (182) in the Wemyss. We must remember that we are here dealing with the part of the chronicle which is not Wyntoun's own composition. The presumption is that he would at first add this portion to his own work without any alteration, and this is borne out by his own words in Book IX (1165) (1166) (1167) (1168) (1169) (1170) (1171) (1172) This part was wryttyn to me send: And I, that thoucht for to mak end Off that purpos I tuk on hand, Saw it wes welle accordand To my matere, I was rycht glade, For I was in my trawale sade, I ekyd it here to this dyte, For to mak me sum respyte.
We may therefore confidently accept the Wemyss text as the original form, untouched by Wyntoun. In revising the work at a later time he must have struck out the 43rd chapter, and expanded the following one, at the same time dividing it into three. That Wyntoun did take such liberties with the unknown author's work can be distinctly seen from the alterations made in the ninth book, to which we shall now turn.
The variations of the manuscripts in chapter 10 of Book IX, where the Chronicle originally ended, are of the greatest importance, and their significance has been quite overlooked both by Macpherson and Laing, who simply give the Cottonian variants in the appendix. It is very unfortunate that the Wemyss MS is defective here, breaking off as it does in the middle of chapter 196, whereas chapter 197 is the one that we are concerned with. It may be noted, however, that Laing has failed to observe the contents of chapter 196. It begins after line 1080 of his edition, and is entitled Off a gret justing pat befell, Off sic ane uther herd I nocht tell.
Then come lines 1081-1090 with slight variations, after which the real matter of the chapter begins.
1 This is the account of a tournament set on foot by three knights of Picardy, and celebrated in a field beside Calais. It is thus of much the same character as chapter 43 of Book VIII, which we have seen was dropped in the later recensions of the chronicle, although again taken up in the St. Andrews and Second Edinburgh MSS. So also with the present chapter: it has disappeared from the later recensions, and its very existence is ignored by Laing. The St. Andrews scribe also omitted it, with the result that he has no rubric for his 196th chapter, which he commences at line 1015. The defective condition of the Wemyss MS leaves us with only 48 lines of the chapter, but fortunately the writer of the Second Edinburgh has included it in his composite text. It is remarkable that two editions of Wyntoun could have been printed without the existence of this passage being discovered, especially when Laing gives the rubric of it from the Wemyss MS. To remedy this omission, I append the text of the chapter, as it appears in the two manuscripts. It will be noticed that the Wemyss is not only defective at the end, but has lost the first words of three lines through the corner of the leaf being torn away. It is interesting to find that the same thing had happened to the MS used by the copyist of the Second Edinburgh, who was therefore obliged to leave blank spaces at the beginnings of ten or eleven lines. Fortunately, the defects do not occur at the same point in the chapter, so that the one copy supplements the other. So far as it goes, the Wemyss text is evidently the better of the two; compare especially lines 11 and 12.
Wemyss. Off a gret justing pat befell ; Off sic ane uther herd I nocht tell.
In pat tyme at Calise befell Ane auenture were gud to tell, Baith for pe gretnes of pe thing And for pe hie vndertaking; 5 Set at it lang nocht pis mater, Jit men will haif plesance till here It, pat in armes has delite, Forthy in Cornykillis I it write: For-quhy hie worschip and bounte 10 Suld on na wis forjettin be.
Thre Coming now to chapter 10 of the ninth book, it will be necessary to present both the Royal and Cottonian versions in order to establish clearly the points at issue, and the conclusions to be drawn from them. In place of the actual Cottonian text I give the St. Andrews one, which is of exactly the same type, though the rubric is different.
Royal.
[ There is no difficulty in understanding the relationship of these two versions. The first gives the actual words of the unknown author, who intended to finish his work with the death of Robert Π, and only wished to make slight mention of the coronation of Robert ΠΙ and his Queen. Wyntoun's original intention was also to stop at this point, as appears from the last lines of the prologue to Book VII.
Swa now remanys my delyte Thare snccessioune for to wryte, Till Rohert oure secownd kyng Hys dayis had drevyn till endyng.
He therefore, to begin with, simply retained the words of his author, and closed his book with the prayer, as given above. When he made up his mind to continue the work, he desired to give a fuller account of Robert IH's coronation, and does so in chapter 12. This made part of the earlier passage superfluous, and so by various omissions and alterations it was reduced into the shape in which it appears in the Cottonian and St. Andrews MSS. It is possible that an intermediate stage appears in the Second Edinburgh MS, unless we are here confronted with one of the scribe's contaminations of his text. In this MS the Royal text is followed, except that the Queen's coronation is omitted, so that in place of lines 1102 -1119 we have only these four:
And one fe morne forouttin mair His eldest sone pair crownit was, God of his will gaif him grace, For (to) governe and hald his land, &c.
Lines 1153-1190 are also omitted as in the Cottonian text, and line 1152 is followed directly by De Lyndesay pat ilk jeir Schir Dawy.
It will be noticed in the above that the prayer "God give him grace", is altered to 4< God gave him grace". The former 25* expression sufficiently indicates that this portion of the Chronicle was composed during the reign of Robert ΙΠ (1390-1403) and in all probability not long after its commencement. The alteration of give to gave is perhaps due to Wyntoun's own hand when he came to look over the passage, while his subsequent revision swept it away altogether. On the other hand, it is just possible that the scribe is responsible for the change. These are the chief points which make the St. Andrews MS an interesting one among the copies of Wyntoun. It supplies evidence that some scribes at least were not mere copyists, but endeavoured, in modern phrase, "to construct a text". While it cannot be said that the result in this case is a very happy one, it serves to emphasize several notable features of the different recensions of the Chronicle. It is to be regretted that Laing did not consider this question more thoroughly before beginning to edit Wyntoun. The Eoyal MS may be the best text of the work, but the earlier and later recensions have also their value. Apart from this, however, Laing's treatment of the manuscripts is so superficial and inaccurate that the task of constructing a critical text of Wyntoun still iemains to be performed, and for several reasons it will not be easy of accomplishment.
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